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Message from Fr Kevin 
 

Dear parishioners 
In the last Marian the editorial article was a combined 

effort from the Parish Support Group and me.  At their by-
monthly meetings, we discuss substantial issues regarding 
parish life and it’s the only group that looks at the parish 
from an overall point of view.  The main thrust of the  
Marian article was weekend Masses from the point of view 
of planning for our short/medium term future, reviewing 
how we can best create a sense of community when we 
come together to celebrate the Eucharist given the smaller  
numbers at Mass and how we can best utilize decreasing 
numbers of people available for ministry in connection 
with Mass.  

The article may have been misinterpreted by some, e.g. 
some people took it to be a proposal to reduce Masses even 
though it clearly stated that we were proposing “to start a 
conversation about how to deal with these issues”, namely 
the three issues mentioned at the end of the first para-
graph above. 

The question of reducing the number of Masses wasn’t 
specifically mentioned; the article asked parishioners to 
think about whether “we need to change the number and 
timing of our weekend Masses”, so that was only one possi-
ble option. 

Perhaps the reason we received limited response was 
because we presented a low-key approach to the review of 
Masses.  I’d like now to offer a stronger, more direct  
approach for change.  If in time a decision is made, after 
consultation and discussion, to reduce the number of 
Masses, my personal view is that there is no one single  
reason to justify this; it’s more a cumulative case with one 
point building on another. 
 The basic point I’d start with is that it’s becoming  

increasingly difficult to find people to help out at the 
11:00am Mass – we have less sacristans, readers and  
commentators that we have at the two other Masses; 
we now have just one sacristan at 11:00am (compared 
to 5 at Sat. evening Mass) and only three commentators 
at 11:00am. Also there’s twice as many people available 
for hospitality after 9am Mass compared to 11:00am 
Mass.  With those limited numbers some people end up 
with three ministries/roles at 11:00am, i.e. commenta-
tor, overhead operator and hospitality and often 
enough as they arrive they are asked to fill in for those 
who are rostered but haven’t arrived.  Finally you may 
have noticed that we nearly always have live music at 

9:00am but increasingly less so at 11:00am. 
I suspect that many of those facts, while familiar to 
members of the Liturgy and Parish Support Groups, 
would not be known by many parishioners.  I’m used to 
“chasing up” volunteers but it does put them and me 
under extra pressure when, for example, as happened 
recently, I phoned someone at 10:40am to fill in as 
overhead operator for the 11:00am Mass. 
In reviewing the timetable of our weekend Masses we 
need to consider the increasing pressure that’s being 
put on these and other parishioners who are very gen-
erous with their time and talents, but we’re running the 
risk of burning them out and perhaps losing their con-
tribution completely.  I have a serious pastoral concern 
on this matter which I estimate affects up to seven pa-
rishioners who are involved in multiple ministries and 
roles.   

 A second consideration is the quality of our celebra-
tions – I don’t know how parishioners feel about it, but 
I find that I’m more energized when, for example, the 
church is about 1/3rd full (with 120 people at 9:00am) 
as against 1/5th full as with Saturday 6pm or 11am 
Mass.  The Church teaches that the Eucharist is essen-
tially a community celebration; the communal aspect is 
less obvious when there’s many vacant spaces and 
people are scattered all over the place.  We know that 
we celebrate as a community; it’s important that we 
look as though we are a community. 

 A third consideration is planning for what now is al-
most for the short term – I’m up for probable retire-
ment in less than three years.  Fr Michael McEntee 
(Parish Priest of Greensborough North and Diamond 
Creek) and I are the two oldest Parish Priests in our 
deanery; he’s up for retirement in less than two years; 
neighbour Fr Terry Kean at Montmorency is within five 
years of likely retirement. 
There’s a group called “Imagining Future Parishes” that 
meets about every six weeks and it’s been going for 
about five years. It’s basically a sub-committee of our 
deanery of nine parishes.  Greg Northrop and I attend 
the meetings. 
Generally 8 – 10 people attend and they’re mainly from 
the parishes of Greensborough, Montmorency and 
Eltham.  We’re encouraged to “think big” and to have a 
broad and long-term vision.  We’re working energeti-
cally and imaginatively to come up with a proposal to 
manage these parishes with probably less priests,  
greater leadership roles for pastoral associates and par-
ishes working very closely together and perhaps shar-
ing the services of a business manager which would 
take pressure off both over-worked parish secretaries 
and ageing parish priests.  This would inevitably in-
volve rationalization of weekend Masses with regard to 
the number, age and availability of the priests and this 
would be done in regard to the times of Masses within 
the new framework of possibly three to five parishes. 

 A fourth consideration, which is partly related to the 
third consideration, is that Fr Michael McEntee has a 
heavy workload with weekend Masses in Greensbor-
ough North, Diamond Creek and Hurstbridge.  He has 
serious health issues and his back-up support for  
Masses is a 90 year old retired priest, so I’d like to be in 
a position where I could offer to help him out on a regu-
lar basis. 

(Continued on page 3) 
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 A fifth and final consideration is that as I and other priests come closer to retirement with ongoing health concerns, 
we do need to discern how best we can utilize our gifts and energies.  Celebrating the Eucharist with parishioners is 
a privilege, a delight and a great responsibility, but it’s just one of many and varied responsibilities that we under-
take, so we need to consider the extent and scope of all of our involvements with a view to maintaining a positive 
frame of mine, a reasonably healthy body and avoiding burn out. 

 

As was stated in the previous Marian, we’re starting a conversation about how to deal with these issues.   Hopefully 
these reflections might add a little more “flesh to the bone” and provide you with a more factual basis on which to base 
your views. 

Please give these matters more thought and discuss them with other parishioners and if you have definite opinions, 
please pass them on to any member of the Parish Support Group (their names and contact numbers are on the notice-
board) and/or me. 

Fr Kevin 
 

(Continued from page 2) 

 

OLHC Caring Group 
 
 The main function of our Caring Group now, is to  
provide lunch every three months, for the older, and may-
be ill, members of the parish, and also for the  residents of 
St Vincent’s Care (previously Judge Book) and friends from 
Southern Cross Care, in Keon Park. We cater for about fifty 
people, who attend the Healing Mass before crossing over 
to the school hall. 
 With Gina’s guidance, we are blessed with much sup-
port from parishioners, school parents, GSA (Government 
School Apostolate) mums, and others who assist with the 
catering for a three course lunch. We make Christmas a 
special celebration, concentrating on typical Christmas 
fare and providing ‘treat bags’ for our guests. 
 The school is particularly involved, as the staff are 
quick to recognise the many graces the children receive by 
giving. A class will be ready to set up the tables and chairs, 
and be there to greet guests and create a welcoming  
atmosphere.  After the Healing Mass another group of 

young people assist with serving and chatting to the din-
ers. Very often the school has had the children practise 
songs so they can entertain us. This is a wonderful interac-
tion between the school and parish and we are grateful to 
Liz and all the staff who generously give of their time. God 
Bless you! 
 For this Christmas we received a wonderful and unex-
pected gift, thanks to the ‘Auction’ of Father Kevin’s old 
bike and new shorts. Through the generosity of those pa-
rishioners who took part, we received a boost of $170 
(even more someone has suggested) and we were able to 
spoil our guests. Because many of our older people need 
transport, we are fortunate to have willing drivers when 
needed. 
 The Caring Group is also ready to help out on the occa-
sions when help is needed for funerals. Our Parish Bulletin 
lists contact numbers on the back page. 
 Thank you to all our volunteers. We are a caring and 
vibrant parish and if you would like to help in any way we 
will be glad to welcome you. 

Barbara Bibby 

Enjoying the entertainment after all the Christmas trimmings. (Insets: lower 

left—OLHC school children perform for the crowd; upper-right—volunteer 

helpers in the kitchen). 
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Lesvos the Island I Love 
November 9, 2015  
 
Last week I returned to Sydney. It took around thirty-three 
hours’ door to door. I travelled from My Greek Island Home 
by car to the airport and then took three planes before be-
ing chauffeured to my final destination, my apartment in 
Potts Point. I was fed along the way, watched a couple of 
movies and slept comfortably. On arrival I was greeted by 
my Mum, Dad and my best friend friend Mary Lou. My 
apartment was clean and warm and there was a scented 
candle burning and white roses had been placed beside my 
bed. We drank wine, nibbled on some delicious cheeses 
and chattered. 
 
I felt safe and loved. 
So why am I telling you this? Because I have been trying to 
process a situation that has been unfolding daily, an enor-
mous human crisis. 
 
My journey began on The Greek Island of Lesvos, the third 
largest of the Greek Islands. My partner, artist, Matthew 
Usmar Lauder and I have had a house there for the last ten 
years. Lesvos is a beautiful island situated in the Northern 
Aegean and up until recently an island that most people 
had never heard of. 
 
Now not a day goes by without it being mentioned on the 
news as thousands of refugees flee their homes, from coun-
tries where they are longer safe. They risk their lives trav-
elling across the Aegean in over crowded and unsafe rub-
ber and wooden boats in the hope of finding a safe place in 
Europe for themselves and their families. 
 
On a late spring morning two years ago Matthew and I 
were walking our rescue dogs along the dirt track which 
winds out of our village for five kilometres to the Aegean 
Sea. It was a beautiful day and we were enjoying our walk 
in the sunshine. The sky was clear and we could see Tur-
key. On this particular day we saw something unfamiliar, a 
group of people in the distance, usually we only see a few 
of the local farmers. At first I thought it was an organised 
group of walkers but on closer inspection we realized they 
were refugees. We were shocked, really shocked. There 
were about thirty of them and the group included woman 
and children. It was so out of the blue and so out of context. 
We stopped and spoke with them, a couple of the males 
spoke English. They were Kurds and Somalian and they did 
not no where they were, let alone that they were on an is-
land. They wanted to get to the nearest police station. This 
was our first encounter with refugees and we had no idea 
at that time of the avalanche that was to come. 
 
Every day is a challenge, a struggle an emotional roller 
coaster. There are between two thousand and five thou-
sand people arriving daily and there is no end to it, it’s like 
ground hog day. 
 
The world is aware that Greece has its own problems, the 
economy is in shreds and there is little infrastructure. But 
despite this people on the island have been remarkable 
and generous beyond belief, meeting the boats, cooking 
food, collecting clothing, doing everything they possibly 
can to make the refugees safe and comfortable. The Greek 

people have always been welcoming and generous and the 
foreigners living on the island are doing remarkable work 
too. 
Since February men, women, children, old people and disa-
bled people have walked in the rain, wind and searing heat 
for four days to the islands capital, Mytilene. There they 
are registered enabling them to board boats to Athens and 
make their way to new countries where they hope to be 
safe and build new lives. Some of these people have wit-
nessed members of their families dying. These people are 
unlikely to ever see their homelands again. Can you imag-
ine what that must feel like? 
 
It is impossible to ignore the plight of these people, they 
come in their thousands everyday. Everyone is affected 
here. It’s extremely traumatic. 
 
I saw a man carrying his pet dog under his jacket walking 
the road towards Mytilene in the rain, this made me break 
down completely. One image set me off crying, tears 
streamed down my face and I found myself sobbing uncon-
trollably. I was beside myself with an unbelievable sense of 
grief. Later I felt the most enormous amount of guilt. Why 
did I not stop? Why did I not take him and the dog to the 
vet to get the dog chipped medicated and a passport for it 
to travel further? What made this the thing that tipped me 
over the edge? When I speak with other people they say 
the same how just one thing can make them cry uncontrol-
lably. 
 
Witnessing this daily has been unbelievable, everyone 
is traumatised. 
This is the reality. The refugees leave Turkey to travel 
across the Aegean Sea in overcrowded, rubber and wooden 
boats some barely seaworthy. They pay traffickers from 
1000 to 3000 dollars each to make the journey. The Turk-
ish authorities turn a blind eye to this. If the refugees hesi-
tate because they are terrified the traffickers hold guns to 
their heads forcing them onto the boats. Some of the rub-
ber boats are being made so fast that the glue has not had 
time to set. The boats are completely packed, there can be 
as many as 50 per rubber boat and probably none of the 
occupants can swim. Sometimes they are told to throw the 
little possessions they have off the boat. One refugee is giv-
en the responsibility of steering the boat, not only can he 
not see where he is going because the boat is so over-
crowded but he has never seen the sea before. Crossing the 
Aegean can be very dangerous particularly at night. There 
are many tankers and the sea is rough. Some refugees land 
with broken and dislocated limbs. Some don’t make it and 
drown, mostly children and babies. 
 
One pregnant woman’s waters broke in Turkey and was 
forced onto the boat and gave birth on arrival on the beach 
at Lesvos. The Greek coastguards do what they can but 
don’t always have petrol to go out to meet the boats— this 
leaves the local fishermen and volunteers. The fishermen 
cannot turn a blind eye to sinking boats and rescue people. 
Unfortunately, their boats are too small to take everyone 
and they are left to make the decision on who to take and 
who to leave behind. 
 
Why in this day and age when they can send men to the 

(Continued on page 5) 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Greek-Island-Home-Claire-Lloyd/dp/1908337184
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moon is this happening? This is history repeating itself and 
some of the very old locals remember this trip themselves 
as children, during the cultural exchange. It’s a nightmare. 
One of my friends told me that a boat arrived crammed 
pack with people and there was something different about 
them that she could not put her finger on, they seemed 
more traumatized than usual. After they were all taken 
from the boat she saw the dead body of a woman lying on 
the bottom. This woman had died before boarding the boat 
and her family did not want to leave her so her body was 
put in first and the men women and children placed on top. 
 
Last week there were many lives lost in the sea because of 
storms. It is just the saddest thing and there is absolutely 
no need for this to be happening. Bodies were washed up 
onto the beaches, a large number being children. These 
people have been through enough and deserve to be trans-
ported safely and treated with dignity. As the winter de-
scends on us the situation will only get worse. I woke up in 
the middle of the night a few weeks ago feeling sick to my 
stomach at the thought of the thousands of men, women 
and children being exposed to terrible storms, pounding 
rain, wind, thunder and lightening, with no shelter. 
 
The island itself cannot cope as there are only few ambu-
lances, rubbish collections are scarce and the coastline is 
strewn with fluorescent life jackets and rubber boats. 
There is litter all along the roads. People are volunteering 
to help with all this but it does not stop building up with 
new arrivals. 
 
Nothing could have prepared us for any of this. And cer-
tainly nothing could have prepared the millions of people 
who are now called refugees for what they have had to 
endure to date. 

 
As I sit here writing this from the safety of my Sydney 
home, looking out over the harbour I fail to make sense of 
any of it. Each day I am haunted by what I have witnessed. 
I realise that where you are born impacts so much on how 
your life unfolds. I question world leadership and political 
motives and my concern grows for the beautiful Island of 
Lesvos and its generous people. I realise that this situation 
is so enormous that it will not end any time soon. I under-
stand that people no matter where they come from or what 
their religion are all the same. 
 
I have encountered such warmth and gratitude from those 
I have transported in my car. Usually we hug to say good-
bye and the depth of this hug is huge. 
 
It’s important for everyone to see and understand just how 
fragile the world. It is equally as important to see how 
wonderful the human race can be when they work togeth-
er for each other. 
 
Thank you to all the Greek people of Lesvos who are 
sharing everything they have. Thank you to the non Greek 
locals who have been brilliant working as hard as they pos-
sibly can and thank you to the volunteers who have come 
from all over the world to help. 
 
And to the refugees, the beautiful people I have met, I wish 
you safety and love and that you find peace and another 
place you can call home. 
 
Please, please don’t let this put you off coming to the is-
land, come and share all the wonderful things that Lesvos 
and its people have to offer. It is such a special place and it 
needs not only volunteers but tourists. 
#lovinglesvos 

Clair Lloyd (with permission) 

(Continued from page 4) 

Our rescue dog Nellie being adored by 
refugee children who have just arrived on 
Lesvos, by rubber boat.  
 
Nellie is such a sweet girl and so gentle 
and the children are immediately drawn 
to her.  
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My Aussie Camino 

2014 was a tumultuous year for me. I changed jobs (after 
13 years at one university), moved my family to Mel-
bourne, and my much-loved mother-in-law and best friend 
were both diagnosed with cancer.  So, when I moved to the 
Eltham parish and Father Kevin told me that a group of 
parishioners were embarking on the Aussie Camino, it 
seemed like a great opportunity to take some time to re-
flect on my life. That was in November 2014, and the walk 
was scheduled to commence in September 2015, so I was 
confident I had plenty of time to prepare (but that's anoth-
er story). 

The Adventure Begins 
Departure Day dawned cool and with threats of rain. Last 
minute packing anxieties trying to decide whether to ditch 
the shorts and fill the duffle bag with jumpers and rain-
gear. That was nothing compared to the last minute  ‘what 
am I doing’ anxieties as we converged on the Mary MacKil-
lop Heritage Centre and began sharing our various ali-
ments and concerns about our fitness. After a lovely mass 
in the Chapel, we packed our bags (and our last-minute 
doubts) into our cars and headed off on the drive to Port-
land. 

Day One: Portland to Cape Bridgewater (33km) 
Up at 6.30am on a cold and rainy morning. Some of us took 
the ‘easy start’ option and met at Bayview College for a 
tour of the building where Mary MacKillop set up 
“Bayview House: Establishment for Young Ladies in 1864. 
The 2km walk to the lighthouse was scenic, albeit freezing 
cold, and we caught up with the braver souls who had 
started the walk from the hotel. A quick morning tea and 
we headed off for Cape Bridgewater. The 7km on loose 
beach sand was hard walking, and really made us all ap-
preciate the feeling of walking on firm ground. Walking on 
the loose sand we all quickly realised how much easier it 
was to walk in the footprints of the people walking ahead 
and it made me think of Mary Stephenson’s ‘Footprints in 
the Sand’ – a great way to start a pilgrimage. 

Day Two: Cape Bridgewater to Bridgewater Lakes (16km)  
The day started with breakfast in the communal kitchen, 
swapping stories of blisters and sore spots, and swapping 
advice and medical supplies. Today was the short day, and 
the day we learnt to speak ‘Luke-language.’  We set off 
with great enthusiasm to conquer the ‘bit of a slope’ Luke 
promised us, which turned out to be a long steep hill – 
when we got to the top we came upon the sign that ad-
vised us we were standing on the tallest cliff in Victoria!  
This was a day of spectacular scenery. The view from the 
cliff top was magnificent, and we stopped to watch seals 
playing in the ocean; then walked through rocky landscape 
that looked like (we imagined) it would be like walking on 
the moon. Today we realised the importance of the hum-
ble decimal place – imagine a group of exhausted walkers 
coming upon a sign that reads “Bridgewater Lakes 5km” 
and then imagine their joy when someone notices that 
decimal point and 5km becomes half a km! 

Day Three: Lake Mombeong to Nelson (23km) 
Man meets machine – dropped off by the bus in the 
‘middle of nowhere’ and just as Luke starts his inspiration-
al speech a wood-chipping truck starts up – machine won! 
The walk started in a ‘tunnel’ of greenery and then a wan-

dering path through the sand dune tracks. The long beach 
walk was surprisingly pleasant (firm sand helped) and a 
great opportunity to talk to fellow travellers. I found my-
self opening up to people I had just met but somehow 
knew would be friends long into the future, and we had an 
insightful conversation about forgiveness – what does it 
look like and feel like, and what does God expect from us 
in our interactions with those who have caused us pain. 

Day Four: Nelson to Port Macdonnell (30km) 
This was a tough day – a long walk along varied and tough 
terrain. We started walking on rough ground, overgrown 
with vegetation, until we got to a point where the track 
was unusable and we back-tracked and walked along the 
road. Crossing the border into South Australia was a high-
light, and we all posed in front of the sign before heading 
off for the long walk to the beach (and the toilets!)  The 
beach walk was challenging in parts, especially the parts 
where we had to take off our shoes and wade through icy 
cold water. Stopping for lunch was a great relief. The last 
13km into Port Macdonnell was a long walk on the road 
and the verge. We must have looked like a motley bunch, 
little groups of twos and threes, walking with varying de-
grees of energy, but cheered by the many drivers who 
slowed down to wave or call out encouragement. 

Day Five: Port Macdonnell to Mt Gambier (28km) 
This was a lovely relaxing day of walking on quiet, flat 
roads. A bit of a detour as we followed the leader in the 
wrong direction – the first inkling we had that we’d gone 
astray was when we looked back and saw Roger running 
full speed down the road towards us (on a hot day when 
you've been walking a long way, nobody runs unless 
there’s a really good reason!)  Walking along and reflecting 
on our highs and lows so far, someone asked whether we’d 
do it again. Margot summed it up when she said that what 
made it interesting was the unexpected and unknown, a 
lot like life, and that if you did it again you would know 
what was coming and how to avoid the dips which would 
make it less of an adventure. 

Day Six: Mt Gambier to Kalangadoo (35km) 
This was a very long day for some (although others of us 
took a detour). The walk through the bushland was spec-
tacular, surrounded by beautiful trees and native plants 
and stunning flowers. At one point we got lost, but found 
our way back to the track with a combination of teamwork 
and faith. We all stopped for lunch at Bush Haven Cottage 
(and we noted that down as a place to come back to for a 
relaxing holiday). Kevin did a series of runs into town to 
drop off groups of pilgrims, as only the most intrepid 
walked the full way into Kalangadoo. I shared an intense 
and emotional experience with three lovely women, as we 
got to know more about what had brought each of us on 
this journey and shared each others joys and sorrows. 

Day Seven: Kalangadoo to Penola (26km) 
This day was described in the handbook as ‘a short day but 
not the easiest’. We set out with great enthusiasm, unde-
terred by the warning of ‘difficult times’ because this was 
our last day – we were going to make it!  Parts of the walk 
were indeed physically tough, walking on a disused rail-
way line is tricky – and not just for your feet. We laughed 
at Luke’s warnings about snakes on the sleepers, carefully 
following his instructions to bang on the tracks with our 

(Continued on page 7) 
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poles at regular intervals to wake them up and move them 
along. Karen and I took the lead in our little group, much to 
the later disbelief of my children, as I am sacred of all 
things creepy and crawly. Our first encounter with a snake 
wasn't too scary. He was sunning himself on a metal sleep-
er and crawled into a hole in the sleeper when we got too 
close. On we went, a little shaken but still full of bravado. 
Then we met the second snake. He wasn’t curled on a 
sleeper, he was hiding in the undergrowth, about 10cm 
from where I put my big foot! After a staring match that 
seemed to last about an hour (but was probably closer to 
15 seconds) he started to slither away but then changed 
his mind and stared at us again before finally slithering off 
into the brush. We, on the other hand, stood dead still – 
although it is debatable whether that was because we were 
following good snake-avoidance protocol or just that we 
were too scared to move – and, no, we didn't stop to take a 
photo!  Somewhat subdued, we (very carefully) we trav-
ersed the rest of the railway line to the stile where we 
gathered our rocks to mark our completion of the pilgrim-
age. The last few kilometres of gravel road seemed like a 
breeze, energised by the fact that we had made it, and we 
all walked into Penola with a bit of a swagger in our steps.  

So, what did I learn on the way from Portland to Penola? 
I learnt that I can get by with a lot less than I think we 
‘need.’  I am a great tea drinker, and I like my china cups 
and teapot and fresh tea-leaves. But after walking for 
hours on tired legs and sore feet, the plastic cups of black 
tea with beach sand sprinkles that Luke made were the 
best thing I could remember tasting in a long time. 

I learnt how quickly people can bond as a group and pro-
vide physical and emotional support for one another. From 
Day One people were instinctively helping each other over 

the rough patches and sharing walking poles (and shoul-
ders); but they also shared their stories and their inner 
selves in a way that I had not expected. 

I learnt how resilient the human body is. At the end of Day 
One I could hardly move. I had to use my walking poles to 
get up the two steps into the cabin. I was so sure that I was 
going to have to quit then and there – but the next morning 
I woke up, put on my clothes, picked up my pack and start-
ed walking. Throughout the week, all of us experienced 
injuries of various sorts (sore muscles, blisters, sprains, 
and other ailments) but we all kept going. The conversa-
tions I had with people about our various life experiences 
showed me that as much as we are physically resilient we 
are even more emotionally resilient.  

Most of all, I learnt why I went on that walk. On the last day 
we picked up a rock and put it on a pile on the edge of a 
paddock to mark our completion of the pilgrimage, and to 
acknowledge the thing(s) that brought us on this journey. I 
thought I went on the walk for some time to reflect, or per-
haps to learn about Mary MacKillop – but when I held that 
rock in my hand I knew what it was that I was seeking (and 
that I had found it).  

Prof. Sandra Jones 

 

Professor Sandra Jones is the Director of the Centre for 
Health and Social Research at Australian Catholic Universi-
ty (Melbourne). 

 

The Aussie Camino is a pilgrimage route from Portland VIC 
to Penola SA, inspired by the life and journeys of Austral-
ia’s Saint Mary of the Cross MacKillop and her mentor Fr 
Julian Tenison Woods (http://www.aussiecamino.org/
wordpress/) 

(Continued from page 6) 
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Farewell messages from OLHC school captains 
 
My last seven years at this school have been very amazing and I have been blessed to have received such a 
great education that many children will not! I have had many great experiences and have been able to partici-
pate with a whole bunch of fantastic school events, from liturgies and masses to book week and footy day!  
 
The teachers have been amazing, they have guided me through my whole time at primary school and have al-
ways been supportive and friendly towards all the students! Some of my favourite memories include school 
camp, performing Christmas carols every year, doing my sacraments and spending the last seven years with 
great mates who have supported me through my whole primary school adventure!  
 
Overall I have really enjoyed my years at OLHC and have much tobe grateful for. Thank you to all those who 
helped me through my primary school years! 

Paddy Neale 
 
Hello my name is Ruby. l am the 2015 school captain for Our Lady Help of Christians. I have been at OLHC since 
2009 and have made many friends and memories which I would treasure forever. OLHC has been able to create 
many incredible opportunities for me which I have been very thankful for. 
 
I have been able to get involved with many sporting activities like the swimming and athletics carnivals. l also 
have been happy to read out class awards at assemblies to all the students who have done well the previous 
week. I have made all my sacraments here at this parish with this school, which l am very pleased with. The 
saint name I decided to take for my confirmation was St. Anne after my mum Anne. 
 
I was very excited and lucky to participate in laying the wreath at the 100th ANZAC day anniversary with Patrick. 
My 7 years here have been terrific and I am looking forward to my years to come. 

Ruby Malia 

A sample of Nativity scenes drawn by OLHC 

school children.   

The complete collection will be on display in 

the gathering area over Christmas. 
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The Prayer Shawl 
 

 My first experience of The Prayer Shawl ministry was nearly four years ago, when two friends were diag-
nosed with Ovarian Cancer. One of the ladies was in my meditation group at St Margaret’s in Eltham, the other, 
a member of our parish of OLHC. One of our meditators spoke of us all becoming involved in knitting a shawl for 
our friends. We took it in turns, so that we were all part of the fabric that would be placed around the shoul-
ders of our ladies, who had a hard road ahead.  
 When Gina decided to begin a group here at OLHC, I was delighted. I am no knitter. When I hear the 
reading at Mass about a good wife who seeketh wool and flax, and is a ‘pearl of great price’ I smile, or maybe 
grimace is a more apt word. I do not have particularly good domestic skills----and I don’t want them! 
 The Prayer Shawl book by Janet Bristow and Victoria Galo explains that the finished product does not 
need to be perfect; a symbol of our own imperfections. That appeals to me.   
 I joined Gina’s group, and set off on a road trip with Colin, to visit my Brisbane family. I enjoy road trips, 
and being able to knit during the drive made me even more enthusiastic.  I can’t speak for Colin!  
 Gina has placed some pamphlets about the ministry on the Gathering Area table. It is quite comprehen-
sive, so I urge you to check it out or speak to Gina. Colin asked me what we do as we knit. I said we talk and 
share and encourage. When I knit alone, however, I concentrate on the person to whom I intend to offer the 
shawl. The Prayer Shawl Book contains some beautiful verses and prayers to begin and end the sessions. The 
group gatherings offer a variety of ways to be involved. Everyone is welcomed to join us on every second Tues-
day for an hour or so. If there are men out there who can knit or would like to come along, do so. 
 
A quote from the pamphlet: 
 In giving the shawl, the heart opens, and God’s grace and love flows freely, not only to the receiver but 
also the givers…. 
In prayer we weave the fruits of the Spirit into the shawl. 

Patricia Taylor 

Blessing a completed Prayer Shawl 

Christmas is the perfect time to celebrate the love of God and family and 

to create memories that will last forever.  

Jesus is God's perfect, indescribable gift. The amazing thing is that not 

only are we able to receive this gift, but we are able to share it with  

others on Christmas and every other day of the year. 

Joel Osteen 
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A special grief  
 The grief that follows the death of someone who 
played a significant part in your life varies in each individu-
al. The closeness of the relationship you had with that per-
son, their age, the circumstances which led to their death, 
are all factors that can influence how you react and how 
long it takes to recover from grief. 

        On the 20th of October 2015 my mother passed away. It 
was an experience I had been preparing myself to face for 
many years and anticipating it had caused anxious mo-
ments every time she was unwell. I would try to wonder 
what my life would be like without her in this world. Now 
that the day has happened and past, that anxiety has gone 
but it has also left a hole in my heart that must heal. 

         Mum and I had always been close, especially from the 
time my father died when I was 12 years old; my role 
changed from a dependent son to the male representative 
in our family. We had a small family: mum, my sister and 
me. I had to step up to the task. Those jobs dad did around 
the house I had to learn, I felt I had a duty to help mum’s 
vulnerability as she had to contend with so many things 
she hardly thought about when dad was with us. 

          Our lives had changed. When my sister left home and 
got married, her financial assistance was replaced with 
money for board from my newly acquired employment. I 
stayed home with mum for 6 years continuing to support 
her both financially and emotionally as well as physically 
by doing the heavier jobs around the home. Once mum had 
found her feet again, I moved out and bought my own 
home, yet I continued to call in regularly and do those jobs 
she found hard to manage. 

         I would call in on my way home from work, have din-
ner with her and check she was well and safe. I would also 
take her out for drives on the weekend, sharing great ad-
ventures together, perhaps having a picnic, visiting friends 
and family etc. Mum was great fun to be around, she knew 
me well and I knew her well. We’d sometimes say the ro-
sary together in the car driving home after a day out in the 
country. Mum had a strong faith, a faith that had supported 
her through some tough times, it was the most important 
part of her life. She lived her life in preparation for the day 
she would leave this world. 

       As she got older and struggled in the large family home, 
it was necessary to discuss moving into something smaller 
and closer to my sister, who would ultimately become her 
carer. She left her family home after being there for 47 
years and moved to a small house. This was a difficult time 
emotionally, coming to terms with a change in her life and 
the realization she was becoming more dependent on help 
from her family. 

       Failing health saw her visit hospital many times over 
recent years but despite this she always kept a strong and 
positive attitude. She was always more interested in what 
her family was doing rather than being concerned about 
her own state of body and mind. We went through many 
times of worry with mum, she had a few near death experi-
ences which we thought she would not survive. She re-
ceived the Last Rites on numerous occasions but much to 
our delight, the Lord did not want her just yet. 

        She was able to witness her children’s weddings, the 
birth of her grandchildren, the marriage of one and just 
recently the birth of two great grandchildren. She was de-

termined to reach her 90th birthday. She had been through 
so much, seen so many changes in this world, she was now 
content, but her will to keep going was fading fast. Physi-
cally she was in pain nearly every day, becoming more im-
mobile and life was losing its quality. On many occasions 
she would say, “I don’t know why the Lord is keeping me 
here”. 

       Mum had a fall at our house while we were looking af-
ter her. When I heard her fall I was fast asleep, she was on 
her way to the bathroom. I will never forget the sound. I 
awoke immediately and cried out “Muuuuuum!!” She never 
really recovered after this, there was a huge change in her 
confidence and determination to survive, and it was all 
getting too hard. Despite all that had happened, despite a 
worn out and tired body, mum’s mind was as sharp as a 
tack.  She knew her time was up. She was not afraid, she 
was ready.  

        During her weeks in hospital, she remained strong, 
humorous and peaceful, the doctors and nursing staff loved 
her. They could see she was someone very special, exuding 
a spirituality and faith they could only admire as she 
clutched her rosary beads. Her lucidity enabled friends and 
family to come in to visit her, some for the last time, share 
memories and pay respect to a beautiful woman, a faithful 
friend, sister, grandma, great grandma, mother in law, sis-
ter in law, aunty, great aunty, wife and mother. 

        I will miss her so much. The person who gave me life, 
nurtured and cared for me, who was my stronghold, my 
mentor, the person who loved me unconditionally, is no 
longer in this world. Yes, it is tough and there will be tough 
times ahead, Christmas, birthdays, Mother’s Day and anni-
versaries, they will all be hard without that special mother 
who has shared those moments with me for so long.  No 
one, however, can take those lovely memories away, they 
will remain with me, always, there to reflect upon and to 
thank God for all we had. 

         I wasn’t there at the time mum left this world. Prior to 
her passing, I had discussed with my sister that I did not 
want to be there at the time of her death. When I got a call 
from her doctor to say that she had deteriorated and may 
only have hours to live, I rushed into Caritas Christi to 
meet my sister who had also been called. When I arrived, 
my sister greeted me in the visitor’s lounge to tell me, 
“Mum is gone, she died 15 minutes ago.” Mum knew to go 
without me by her side but I had this feeling that I should 
have been there. My sister was there, holding her hand at 
the time. Despite being unresponsive but free of pain be-
cause of the morphine, she opened her eyes wide at the 
final moment and left peacefully, still holding her rosary 
beads. Did she see the Lord? Did she see my dad greeting 
her? What a mystery it is, an answer we will never know 
until it is our turn to depart this world. 

          No matter how much you prepare for that day, the 
moment hits hard, the reality is difficult to accept, there is 
a strange feeling of emptiness. Mum has planted her faith 
within me, I know she will be with the Lord but it doesn’t 
remove the grief for a loss. Grief is caused by a loss, it is 
almost a selfish reaction because my sadness is just that, 
my sadness for not having something, someone I loved and 
enjoyed. It is, however a natural and normal feeling to ex-
perience. 

(Continued on page 11) 
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          I have to reflect on the positives. Mum was a faithful 
person. She lived a full and long life. She got to see the 
things that mattered to her the most. She wasn’t fearful of 
death, in fact she was frustrated by its delay. We all had 
our chance to say farewell and tell her how much we 
loved her and to thank each other for all that had been 
done. There is not an ounce of guilt or disappointment 
that I should have done more for mum. I have been a 
trusting, caring, respectful and loving son for her, I share 
no regrets. That I can be content with and it will help me 
heal the emptiness I feel now. 

         How much more difficult it is when you lose some-
one younger, a life taken away so soon, maybe suddenly. 
My father, who at the age of 55 was taken from us, was a 
harder loss to deal with. A deeper grief than I experi-
enced with the loss of my mother at 90. I said to mum 
many times in recent years, “I will miss you so much 
mum, when you leave us”.  She just looked at me and said 
in a reassuring manner, “You’ll be fine”. 

          I will be fine, life goes on. When my pregnant step-
daughter came in to visit mum in hospital a couple of 
weeks before she died, mum said to her, “one about to 

arrive, one about to leave”. That was mum, practical and 
sensible, aware of what life is all about, the cycle of life 
and death. How much easier it is to have a faith that be-
lieves that the soul lives on, the Holy Spirit which enrich-
es our lives in this world travels with us to the next. God 
has reclaimed mum’s spirit and her legacy remains with 
us. God bless you and keep you safe mum, you are now 
being rewarded for the wonderful caring mother you 
have been. Rest in peace. 

Michael Britton 

(Continued from page 10) 

 In many ways, Pope Francis’ long-
awaited "Laudato Si'" continues and 
develops the tradition that St. John 
Paul II and Pope Emeritus Benedict 
XVI established, yet in significant 
ways it also marks a bold and fresh 
direction for Catholic social teaching 
on ecology. On the one hand, thematic 
continuities with his predecessors 
abound: for example, after conducting 
an overview of global environmental 
conditions, Francis demonstrates that 
these problems are real, grave and 

demand immediate action (No. 61). 
Francis affirms the unique and infi-
nite dignity of the human person, and 
of the privileged place of humanity in 
creation (No. 65). Of special concern 
are the poor and future generations, 
and Francis rejects any “green rheto-
ric” that aims to conserve nature but 
ignores the plight of poor: “A true 
ecological approach always becomes 
a social approach; it must integrate 
questions of justice in debates on the 
environment, so as to hear both the 
cry of the earth and the cry of the 
poor” (No. 49). 
 
Francis lambasts the rich who justify 
their consumptive lifestyles, while the 
majority of the world’s population 
remain voiceless in international dis-
cussions about economics, geo-
politics and ecological destruction 
(No. 49). Negative environmental im-
pacts are often experienced dispro-
portionately by the poor and by de-
veloping nations, and this is clearly 
true of climate change, in which those 
who suffer most are the least respon-
sible for bringing it about (No. 25, 
170). Thus Francis underscores the 
inseparable link between social jus-

tice and ecological justice: “We are 
not faced,” he writes, “with two sepa-
rate crises, one environmental and 
the other social, but rather one com-
plex crisis which is both social and 
environmental” (No. 139).  Hence we 
need an “integral ecology” that sees 
all these concerns as part of one inter-
connected whole (No. 138). Francis 
exhibits a similar scepticism of free-
market capitalism and its excesses, 
and ideologies of growth and pro-
gress that do not respect the Earth’s 
limits, that encourage wasteful con-
sumption, and still have not eliminat-
ed poverty. He calls for a new under-
standing of the human person and the 
development of an “ecological cul-
ture,” “a lifestyle and a spirituality 
which together generate resistance to 
the assault of the technocratic para-
digm” (No. 111). In all these ways, 
Francis reiterates and amplifies the 
tradition that came before him. 
 
Yet as we have seen from this pope in 
other areas, there is also a shift in 
tone, and I would contend a move-
ment toward a vision that many  
Catholic eco-theologians have been 

(Continued on page 13) 

The Communion of Creation: From John Paul II and Benedict to 

Francis 

Marie Britton 
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Teach the children... 

This is an extract of a story that was shared with the chil-
dren at OLHC  recently. You may like to visit the school to 
see the complete  story in the foyer of the school-you may 
even like to bring other members of your family in.  

Marguerite Jones REL 

 

Last night I opened my eyes, 
and you can imagine my sur-
prise when I saw Santa Claus 
himself standing next to my 
Christmas tree. He was 
dressed all in fur from his 
head to his foot just as the 
poem described him, but he 
was not the "jolly old Santa" 
of Christmas legend. The man 
who stood before me looked 
sad and disappointed, and 
there were tears in his eyes. 

"Santa, what's wrong?" I 
asked, "Why are you crying?" 

"It's the children," Santa replied sadly. 

"But Santa, the children love you," I said. 

"Oh, I know they love me, and they love the gifts I bring 
them," Santa said, "but the children of today seem to have 
somehow missed out on the true spirit of Christmas. It's 
not their fault. It's just that the adults, many of them not 
having been taught themselves, have forgotten to teach 
the children." 

"Teach them what?" I asked. Santa's kind old face became 
soft, more gentle. His eyes began to shine with something 
more than tears. He spoke softly. "Teach the children the 
true meaning of Christmas. Teach them that the part of 
Christmas we can see, hear, and touch is much more than 
meets the eye. Teach them the symbolism behind the cus-
toms and traditions of Christmas which we now observe. 
Teach them what it is they truly represent."   

Santa reached into his bag and pulled out a tiny Christmas 
tree and set it on my mantle. "Teach them about the 
Christmas tree. Green is the second colour of Christmas. 
The stately evergreen, with its unchanging colour, repre-
sents the hope of eternal life in Jesus. Its needles point 

heavenward as a reminder that mankind's thoughts 
should turn heavenward as well." 

Santa reached into his bag again and pulled out a shiny 
star and placed it at the top of the small tree. "The star 
was the heavenly sign of promise. God promised a Saviour 
for the world and the star was the sign of the fulfillment of 
that promise on the night that Jesus Christ was born. 
Teach the children that God always fulfills His promises, 
and that wise men still seek Him."   

Santa placed a candle on the mantle and lit it. The soft 
glow from its one tiny flame brightened the room. "The 
glow of the candle represents how people can show their 
thanks for the gift of God's Son that Christmas Eve long 
ago. Teach the children to follow in Christ's foot steps... to 
go about doing good. Teach them to let their light so shine 
before people that all may see it and glorify God. This is 
what is symbolized when the twinkling lights shine on the 
tree like hundreds of bright, shining candles, each of them 
representing one of God's precious children, their light 
shining for all to see." 

"Teach these things to the children. 

Santa brought out a beautiful wreath made of fresh, fra-
grant greenery tied with a bright red bow. "The bow re-
minds us of the bond of perfection, which is love. The 
wreath embodies all the good things about Christmas for 
those with eyes to see and hearts to understand. It con-
tains the colours of red and green and the heaven-turned 
needles of the evergreen. The bow tells the story of good 
will towards all and its colour reminds us of Christ's sacri-
fice. Even its very shape is symbolic, representing eternity 
and the eternal nature of Christ's love. It is a circle, with-
out beginning and without end. These are the things you 
must teach the children." 

I asked, "But where does that leave you, Santa?" 

The tears gone now from his eyes, a smile broke over San-
ta's face. "Why bless you, my dear," he laughed, "I'm only 
a symbol myself. I represent the spirit of family fun and 
the joy of giving and receiving. If the children are taught 
these other things, there is no danger that I'll ever be for-
gotten." 

"I think I'm beginning to understand." 

"That's why I came," said Santa. "You're an adult. If you 
don't teach the children these things, then who will?" 

(Author Unknown) 

The Age Friday Nov 27, 2015 

As a social experiment on greed, YouTube star Coby Persin pinned $60 worth of 

dollar bills to his suit and walked around New Your holding a sign saying, "Take 

what you need." A man in a suit took $10 saying: "I don't need it, but it is free." A 

woman carrying a Louis Vuitton bag took $18 for "a nail appointment." And a 

homeless man took $2, to feed himself and his dog. 
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articulating for several years. More so than previous pa-
pal documents, "Laudato Si'" fervently rejects anthropo-
centrism (No. 67), stresses “a sense of deep communion 
with the rest of nature” (No. 91), and celebrates raptur-
ously the goodness of creation and of each creature, loved 
in its own right by God. 
 
The text begins with the pope’s namesake, St. Francis, and 
his famous “Canticle of the Creatures,” in which our Earth, 
“our common home,” is not simply a resource but “a sister 
with whom we share our life and a beautiful mother who 
opens her arms to embrace us” (No. 1). Every creature, 
Francis insists, is “the object of the Father’s tenderness,” 
and even if a creature has only “a few seconds of exist-
ence, God enfolds it with his affection” (No. 77). Human 
beings are called to mirror this love, to “love and accept 
the wind, the sun and the clouds, even though we cannot 
control them.” Indeed, Francis even says that “we can 
speak of a “universal brother- and sister-hood” (No. 228). 
 
While St. John Paul II and Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI 
affirmed the intrinsic value of nonhuman creatures and 
exhorted respect for the grammar of creation, Pope Fran-
cis incorporates the goodness of the cosmos into the core 

of a Catholic approach to ecology (No. 236). Reverence for 
creation allows awe and wonder (No. 11) to penetrate 
into our hearts and calls us to a “universal commun-
ion” (No. 76), to kinship with all creatures, to a sense of 
belonging and rootedness (No. 151), and to joy in the cos-
mos. After all, the final aim of an encyclical on ecology is 
not just sustainable economies and immediate interna-
tional action on climate change but also the praise and 
worship of the Creator (No. 87). 
 
Francis concludes the encyclical with two stirring pray-
ers, which clearly manifest the spiritual depth of a Chris-
tian and religious approach to ecology. The moral will 
required to respond to climate change and other ecologi-
cal threats may just sprout from a posture of prayer that 
sees the Earth, its ecosystems, and its many creatures as 
loved by God, as sisters and brothers. It may also return 
us to the fullness of our humanity by helping us to see the 
resplendent beauty of the world, of which we are a part: 
 
Teach us to discover the worth of each thing, to be filled 
with awe and contemplation, to recognize that we are 
profoundly united with every creature as we journey to-
wards your infinite light. 

Daniel Scheid 
 

(Continued from page 11) 

Daniel P. Scheid is assistant professor of Theology at Duquesne University. His forthcoming book, The Cosmic Com-
mon Good: Religious Grounds for Ecological Ethics (Oxford 2015) explores ecologically oriented principles of Catho-
lic social thought in dialogue with other religious traditions. 
 
http://americamagazine.org/issue/communion-creation-john-paul-ii-and-benedict-francis 
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This Issue’s Prayer –  A Prayer for Our Earth –  Pope Francis 

All-powerful God, you are present in the whole universe and in the smallest of your creatures. 

You embrace with your tenderness all that exists. 
 

Pour out upon us the power of your love, that we may protect life and beauty. 

Fill us with peace, that we may live as brothers and sisters, harming no one. 
 

O God of the poor, help us to rescue the abandoned and forgotten of this earth, so precious in your eyes. 

Bring healing to our lives, that we may protect the world and not prey on it, 

that we may sow beauty, not pollution and destruction.  

Touch the hearts of those who look only for gain at the expense of the poor and the earth. 
 

Teach us to discover the worth of each thing, to be filled with awe and contemplation, 

to recognize that we are profoundly united with every creature 

as we journey towards your infinite light. 
 

We thank you for being with us each day. 

Encourage us, we pray, in our struggle for justice, love and peace. 


